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For better or worse, then,
there is in me

first j
sense of place—an awareness of that homestead,

that Doig place, as my family's first footprint in America—and that though it
Heads away from that snow-catching basin high in the Big Belt mountains, we’ve
a

been busy
, Another

-A eeeewft

ever since with words and stories of it.
sense of place, this one from my own growing-up years m we west),

rather than my family's.

Which place is mine?

a ranch or farm crew may recognize this one#

Any of you who have worked on
The first day on the job, the

first meal you go to there, breakfast most likely, you are fifteen or sixteen
or seventeen, plenty big enough to hire out to pile balesfiy pick rock er-summer
fallow, but awfully young socially, and you troop in with the rest of the crew,
who begin seating themselves along the twenty-foot tabfe, and you stand there

A*1/-
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to a certain plate and set of
~ ~ ’
—“V. u
utensils,
with your face hanging out, until the hook or the boss's wife finally points X
and says, "Why don't you take that place, there?"

**£ oft cru/y,

J

\

And you do,VSnd it's yours for
Ku> \vlr
^
the summer, unless somebody gets thirsty and quits, and you are moved up into

place. The places of course get more and more permanent toward the head of the table,
^cook's y
Tbe>s^l«*'« place, the choreboy's place—you would have to go to the Holy Land to find
more sacred "plq.eew than those*
And then came the years when I was twenty and twenty-one, and coming home from
college to a ranch where I had a different place at the table every time*

My father

and my grandmother were hired hands on that ranch—my grandmother was the cook, they
lived in half of the cookhouse—and so I would come to stay with ttem between
quarters at college, and work there in the summers,
iS

I never liked that ranch,

didn't like being around purebred cattle that

d>

I^

were worth more than my father and grandmother and I were being paid in a year,
didn't even like that part of Montana after having lived my high school years^n
-WlEA_^

bettor par&T And-as a sumer hand there I was a bit of a perplexity. Whenever we
were rained out of haying, for instance, I'd head on into the cookhouse arri read a
.the machine shop AAJIS
„
book, instead of standing around in watching it rianT^But the
*

rancher put up with me, for the sake of my father and grandmother, and he granted
that I did have enough common sense to be able to pile bales of hay.

e.

Through all this, th^ visits and the summer jobs, I was pretty mucfr a floater
at meal times.

It was a kind of a hectic ranch, there seldom were the same number

of people at any two meals—the rancher himself ate breakfast with us, maybe he and
his wife would come down from the big house for supper or dinner and maybe they
wouldn't, there might be truck drivers or cattle buyers or mechanics on hand.
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And so it helped my grandmother to cope with all this by me fitting in at the table
wherever there was a place left, after everybody else got sat* I didn't mind—I'd
been to college, I knew what the word "peripatetic" meant* And I found it kind of
^switched around^
interesting, to have so many different ^JS^QBT at that table—tobe^i^M»d^at random,
that way.

Wondering before each meal, which would be my place*

Then I was twenty-two, home from Northwestern University with my master's
degree in journalism, with about a month to spend before going into six months'
active duty in the Air Force* My folks were still working at that ranch, so there
I lit once again, and this time there was a field of oats to bind. I was given
the job of sitting^on the binder and tripping a lever, to make the bundles fall in a
decent row—the rancher himself was driving the tractor pulling the binder*

And at one of the first mealtimes, somebody said to me, "Well, you're doing pretty good
on the binder there with that master's degree of yours—maybe if you get a Ph.D.,
you can get to drive the tractor."

At the time, I laughed with everybody else.

But

I know now what was happening, in those mealtimes at that ranch, with the constant
question—which place is mine?
drive that tractor.

I did get a Ph.D,—but I did not go back and ask to

Those places among the hired hands at that table, or at its

equivalent, the desks of newspaper and magazine offices where I briefly held my
later jobs—none of them were mine, or ever going to be, if I could possibly find
any way to be on ray own in life.

To be, that is, the kind of strange economic creature

a writer such as I am has to be— self-employed.

Mumapfcly, as a friend who has

watched me at this eo-called career of writing for almost twenty years *puts it,
self -unemployed «
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Trying to place it*

To place it, first in the sense of identifying—as my

dictionary helps out here, "to recollect clearly the circumstances or context of*"
rrr^AjkXjLj

As in the phrase, one that~I|have to resort to often, "I remember your face but I
can't place you*"
That's the first side, of trying to place it.
it in the sense of putting something into place.

And then the next, trying to place
Setting.

Arrarging.

Making it be

where it ought to be.

of my work, of writing.
This is the carpentry partJf^TS^me try to show how I built a town, for my novel

which will be published this fall, English CrOek.
The time of the novel is the late 1930's.

My narrator Xs tor tear years old in

the summer this took tells about, but it happens to besummer teifrwpg I myself

r

—I - o owe -from -a place*

I originate, as an American, from a place in a

specific Montana sense of the word—place, meaning an abandoned homestead*
Small ranch or farm, either one, but abandoned, given up on, because of the
winter of 1919 or the bank failures that rippled through Montana in the early
1920's or the Depression, or death or disgust or any other of a hundred reasons#

■

House of Sky:
11

By the time I was a boy and Dad was trying in his own right to put together

a life again, the doubt and defeat in the valley's history had tamped down into
a single word*

Anyone of Dad's generation always talked of a piece of land where

some worn-out family eventually had lost to weather or market prices not as a farm
or a ranch or even a homestead, but as a place*

All those empty little clearings

which ghosted that sage countryside—just the McLoughlin place there by that butte,
the Vinton place over this ridge, tha Kutees place, the Gatlin place, the-Wintorop~la.ee, the ^cReynolds place, all the tens of dozens of sites where families lit in
the valley or its rimming foothills, couldn't hold on, and drifted off*

GLAS*
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All of them epitaphed with that barest of words, place." ^
￼"teat I was invited here today, as I*ve been
occasions where "a sense of place" is up on the marquee in brightest lights,
largely because of my awareness of that kind of place in my background and in
the lives of the people I’ve written about.

The literature of place, I believe

the notion is, about some of us who live at this end of the country and write
about it.

A little further along here, I do want to give that notion a kick

in the shins with a frozen overshoe.

But first, let me just point out that

there are other senses of place than the merely geographic.

A bunch of them.

The word place has so many meanings it takes up about three and a half pages
in the Oxford English Dictionary—and in my own American Heritage dictionaiy
that I instantly retreated to, thirteen different definitions of place as a noun,
twelve usages as a verb.

A word that sprawls all over the place—which a phrase

I didn't find anywhere amid all those definitions.
So, yes, I have my own senses of place, as a writer with a Montana upbringing
. state
and whose books thus far are boundaried by Sitka and the North Dakotafline* Let
me try to bring out three of them, and to think out loud at you about how they
seem to affect me and ray work.
The first of these is, indeed, my sense of that place where I come from*

(JU4M
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The Doig place, in the Big Belt Mountains between Helena and Bozeman, is
CKww

where my Scottish grandparents seeded thus family into America. My father and
four of his five brothers, and his sister, all were born on that homestead—the
last of them in 1910—and being careful, slow-marrying Scots, most of them were
tyvflJVA-

around

Jb'V&'A.

jaJLao^ off and on, through the late 1920’s ancTpn into the 1930’s.

Part of my own boyhood on ranches was within a few miles of that original Doig
V\crr*\®-41 Q
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So, in my growing up, what history the family had was mostly of that place. *

- 6^-f^^-TKjbody has lived there for U0 years or more—yet it perseveres inSjST*^
When|Annick Smith and Beth ^aebeiolf were looking forNi plaee to fiTmjHeartland
which-1 hope ycU"*4A. all t.akp t.ho ehanoo--tor-y5g~tomofro'W’TIi^1hey phoned me

/oT
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in Seattle and asked if I thought the Doig place would be suitable*
^ctj^

LA
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I told them
w<^ol

I didn't know—the house was still standing, but thawful damn ranote

Vjmk, j
i
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and winterish, and they were calling late in the year—but if they wanted to take
a look, they should get in touch with my Dad's cousin, Walter Doig, who I knew
^^Walter tried to take Annick
still went fishing back in there. They did, and
and Beth in there, but had to give up when their four-wheel-drive started bulldozing
-)

snow over the top of its radiator.

was chosen instead
A^w^^jsaeeFP^by^tiar low t awry wae

ChJL /yvsrvOw

for ^Heartland—the Doig place not for the first time missed its date with destiny—
A

—y-~ *

but as Beth PhadyigK wrote me in a Christmas card, "l want to thank you for leading
us to Walter Doig, who although he couldn't show us the old homestead, was full
resist
of wonderful words and stories, some of which I couldn'tv«iiBfc*' sticking in the script*"

A lot of ray own words, about 1^0,000 of them, enied up going into a story
of Montana homesteaders—the novel of mine which was published last fall, called
Dancing at the Rascal Fair.

You*re entitled to be thinking right now, Well, sure,

the guy*s aware of his family*s homestead background, figures he ought to write
about homesteads, you bet he's going to.
hothing sure about^tl .

But I*m here to tell you, there was

True, I had son© notion of writing something about homesteads

from early on in my career of making books—I know I mulled the idea at about the
time I was finishing up either House of-Sky or Winter Brothers.

But I think it *s

not just incidental that my first two novels, The Sea Runners and English Creek,
challenging as they were, were done before I could make myself face the writing
of a homestead book*

Mostly, it was dread of the research.

As the historian

Richard Roeder has pointed out, more land was homesteaded in Montana than in

any other state—some 30 million acres, which in essence is a quilt of 160-acre
patches equalling the size of Pennsylvania—much of it in a single population¬
doubling burst, around the time of World War I.

The historical material, as best

I could gauge it, remains in the same individuated multiplicity as those homesteads,
in the form of<reminiscences and the original paperwork from when people filed their
claims on the land.
Then too, for^ta^ novelist there*s the consideration that whatever the stories
hidden in that paper forest of homesteading were revealed to be, they likely were
to be melancholy or worse.

Although the setting of Dancing at the Rascal Fair is

in northern Montana, around Dqpuyer, rather than my cwn family's chosen acres
southeast of Helena, and the residents of the fictional valley I call Scotch Heaven

are not my own forebears, the historical experience of homesteading I thought
could be summed up in the book's epigraph from my own fathers
M

Scotchmen and coyotes was the only ones that could live in the Basin, and

pretty damn soon the cpyotes starved out.”
I recite all this, a bit of the dark side of how literary decisions get made,
because I think an audience such as this one should be aware that a writer's
familiarity with a topic doesn't automatically make it attractive to him.
jo

instead by daunting.

Daunting, but we hope, not defeating.

It may

Rascal Fair certainly

has proved to be worth the perseverance and gritted teeth I spent on it, as it has
sold more than twice as many hardback copies than any other book I've written, and
the paperback edition this fall is getting the kind of push from the publisher thajjp^
the others never had

Now to the third and last sense of place I’m aware of in myself, the one that
has been making itself* known to me ever since I sat down, a dozen jears ago, to write
something I called my Montana book, which turned out to be This House of Sky#
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The craft of it, I hope.

I'm the first to admit I don't always know what I'm doing,

but here are at least a few instances of what I think I'm up to, in these books of mine.
Every once in a while I've been gently chided by academic reviewers about the
amount of history that

jaimqs

keeps creeping into my novels.

Interestingly, those

reviewers I think invariably have been English professors—the history profs don't
seem to mind it that much.

Well, my history habit is even more serious than those

reviewers thought, because it's deliberate.
—

Although I've been writing fiction, in

in r ~

The Sea Runners and now in this Montana trilogy, I do want my characters' lives
to respond to what might be called the historical laws of gravity.

A quick example

would be that one of the turns of plot in Dancing at the Rascal Fair involves
the influenza epidemic at the time of World War

u

ne*
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The historians Pierce Mullen and Michael Nelson, in studying Montana*s experience
with the flu epidemic of 1919 and 1919, found that Montana ranked as one of the four
hardest hit states in its rate of infection, and that evidently about one per cent
of Montana’s population died in that epidemic—an approximate five thousand fatalities.

\

That’s a rate of death comparable, say, as if AIDS already had killed 2
people in this nation.

million

I felt I had to try to portray, from sources of the time,

what the flu epidemic seemed like to my created characters:

You couldn’t turn around without hearing of someone having
lost an uncle in Chicago, a cousin in Butte, a sister on a homestead
east of Conrad. Distant deaths were one thing. News of catastrophe
almost next door was quite another. At a homestead on the prairie
between Gros Ventre and Valier a Belgian family of six was found,
the mother and four children dead in their beds, the father dead on
the floor of the barn where he had tried to saddle a horse and go for
help.
People were resorting to whatever they could think of against the
epidemic. Out on the bare windy benchlands, ’steader families were
sleeping in their dirt cellars, if they were lucky enough to have one,
in hope of keeping warmer than they could in their drafty shacks.
Mavis and George Frew became Bernarr Mcfadden believers,
drinking hot water and forcing themselves into activity whenever
they felt the least chill coming on. Others said onion syrup was the
only influenza remedy. Mustard plasters, said others. Whiskey, said
others. Asafetida sacks appeared at the necks of my schoolchildren
that fall. When a newspaper story said masks must be worn to keep
from breathing flu germs, the Gros Ventre mercantile sold out of
gauze by noon of that day. The next newspaper story said masks
were useless because a microbe could pass through gauze as easily
as a mouse going through a barn door.

History there brought me to the topic of plot, and because plot is always on my
mind as a writer let me try to put it on yours# Nick O'Connell, in interviewing me
for the Seattle Review and his eventual book of conversations with Northwest authcrs
At the Field's End, got me on record more loudly on plot than anyone else has so far
To wit:
I don’t believe
you have to be goosing the reader with outlandish surprises all the
time, the notion that fiction has to be hyped up—Ho! Here comes
an axe murderer! Huh! Here’s a Russian submarine! Jesus! Here’s
the killer comet from outer space! Life is vivid enough in itself.
Look what happens to people as they go through their years.
Everybody’s got a story, everybody’s got drama, good times and
bad. There’s a lot of intrinsic drama, and I think it cheapens fiction
by having artificial sweetener in the plot all the time.

/

If an ax is wielded anywhere in my work, I prefer to swing it in the metaphorical
way Franza Kafka said writing should affect the reader: "A book must be an ice-ax
to break the sea frozen inside us #lf

That's the end of that particular blast into Nick's tape recorder, but I very
much do believe

that literature ought to try to be a medium and

sensibilities, rather than a display of horrific special effec world
of the people I'm writing about,4there aren't constant axe murders but there are
constant dramas, say, of children trying to find their way in the world.

And so,

in English Creek, part of the plot is whether a kid will choose to go to college,
because it's my conviction that, in life, a decision such as that does matter*

And

thus in the novel it matters so severely to Alec McCaskill in his stubborn refusal
and to his parents in their pained determination to steer him that it breaks the
family—

leading to another turn of the plot which I think has the force of actuality behind
it, the younger brother, the narrator Jick McCaskill, in his l£th year wondering,
the ^
what has happened to Wf family of my first lk years?
In Dancing at the Rascal Fair, again no icky invaders wuffling down out of
the black canyons of space, but a plot that I think has some drama of another sort
to it—a person, in this case the narrator Angus ^cCaskill, perpetually facing the
question, why am I in love with someone who doesn*t love me as much?

These people of my books, new#

And here I'll keep it to just the population

of my fiction, as I think the people of House of Sky and Winter Brothers were
treated as fully in those books as I'm capable of#

In trying to place characters

into a story, I deliberately tend to take a look at what they do for a living,
their work.
of this#

Of course, I'm not the first guy with pen and ink to have thought

Ronald Blythe, who in Akenfield achieved
high literature by catching the voices of villagers
in East Anglia, cites the power of Thomas Hardy
whenever Hardy got down to describing
worklife in the west of England. The chapter in
Far From the Madding Crowd when the sheep¬
shearing takes place in a splendid four-hundred- -year-old bam, asserts Blythe,-'directs us
towards a vision of fundamental labor that con¬
tains within it satisfactions that are usually
searched for in poetry and religion. Scenes such
as this are the permanent cliffs in his writing,
stalwart headlands against which melodrama
and suspense can fret and dash without any
danger of their becoming merely sensational
movement. They steady his story-telling and fill
it with meditation.” Then thisr^^Tn such
episodes we are made to share in [Hardy’s]
strangely divided intelligence, on the one hand
seeing life as the countryman himself sees it and,
on the other, through a private imagination
which depends upon certain basic everyday mat¬
ters to fuel it for his flights.”
18
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\ yConcurgafeAfontawwcJpasic everyday matters
— i.e., work—seem to iff§ to be perpetual fuel
for a writer. James Welch’s descriptionfSTthe
lackadaisical bale piler, Raymond Long Knife:
“He had learned to give the illusion of work,
even to the point of sweating as soon as he put
his gloves on
”19 Mildred Walker’s terse and
m
j^Sin 19 * - — jrr eloquent scerietof a family pausing for lunch in
‘We stopped at
crvzJt Oi(jJh>v k
the field during wheat harvest: “W*
noon and ate by the combine that gave the only
shade in all that blazing sun. Mom had a ther¬
mos of cold milk that tasted best of all. And then
we were back at it.’’20 I like such instances of
characterization intelligently brought forth from
western task. (Truth be told, I like them better
than Hardy’s Wessex efforts.) And they instruct
me, whenever I start to assemble a cast of
characters, to get out into the workaday world
and recruit some sheepherders, ditch riders,
forest rangers, bartenders, hay hands . . .
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I try, with aU the craft in me, to make the minor characters of my books
vivid. To make them behave as memorably in my pages as Laurence Olivier has said
each actor in a play must contribute to the play as a whole—"the third spear
carrier on the left should believe that the play is all about the third spear
carrier on the left."

1
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To give you a few quick small specifics, of how I try to place these minor
characters into the reader's awareness and I hope his memory—it's often a matter
-word
ofparpentiy such as the hkying scene in English Creek, where, as each member of
meets ..
the haying crew arrives for the summer, he^aPW^rtTJick McCaskill not with some
general greeting such as "Howdy” or "How you doing?" but with some specific set
of words common to the place where he's from—the mower man from Anaconda saying,

($
^7
’’How's she going, Jick?"—which I came across in a file of Anaconda smelter
slang compiled in the 1930's under the WPA Federal Writers Project—and the
bony old dump raker from Texas}saying, "How do, Jick"—derived from a bony old
dump raker from Texas I once knew*
Or it can be a matter—again, from English Creek—of having the characters
v how
y
_here,
differ in frtormanqr they say, just by way of elevated exampleV*'sonofabitch •"
1
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Some say f^Jwith an "f" in t he middle, some with a "v", some say the plural as
"sonsabitches," some say it as "bonofabitches" —my idea here being to differentiate
the speakers somewhat according to their nationality, Scottish, French-Canadian,
or Missourian*
of

All in all, I think there are five deliberately different spellings
single or plural, in English Creek*

I might add that

part of the literary carpenter*s chore in achieving something like this, is having
cflr&1-~

to go back through the whole afcant manuscript af term's crapulous copyeditor
standardized the spellings and restore the five different kind^afr^juaMPuUftMflV*.

I'm going to leave aside the major characters of my books new, because
they do get their innings in apMi reviews and critical studies*

I think

But this matter

of character is where I want to bark the shins of the notion of the literature of
place#

%
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nn thin nil^ that
today’s writing about the west of America is somotimcothought-Qfczmm a focus
on the land, rather than on people.

Often the book titles themselves have seemed

to say so: The Big Sky...Wolf Willow...Winds of Morning...A River Runs Through It.
(Put them together right, you could make a kind of sagebrush haiku just out of
these titles of western literature
ature.j)

The critical notion, I suppose, is that

Ci*Sft'!L/\A f CLV\
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the immensities of the^West^ its extremes of land form and its powerful weather
and the distances which flabbergast travelers -from elsewhere in thiB-cainiapy—
these immensities overwhelm the fact of the people thinly salt-and-peppered
across the expanse.
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’’Place," in terms of landscape, backdrop of mountain and plain and of
hard weather, does figure large in the work of a lot of us •
think

Jut kw

But I don't particularly

^

at the neglect of the people, the human stories, the characters who

carry on their lives against the big bold landscapes of those books*

^

--fTor^nja- Maclean's flyfishing brother of A River Runs Through It; no one who has
read that story and has any imagination at all, can wet a line in a trout stream
now without seeing, in the shadow on the water, Paul Maclean making his powerful cast.
Elbridge Trask and ^Charlie Kehwa on the Clatsop plain in the middle of the last
century, in Bon Berry’s line novel Trask.
never giving a inch.

Ken Kesey’s Stamper family of loggers,

Jim Welch’s men of the Montana reservations, Jim Loney and

Myron Pretty Weasel and lame Bull, and the nameless narrator of Winter in the Blood.

Ruth and Lucillo and Sylvie, of Marilynne Robinson's hainting Housekeeping*
Danny and Jack Kachiah of Craig Leslie'sjfWinterkill*

I hope, maybe also on

the list somewhere, Charlie Doig and Bessie^Ringer of This House of Sky and some
of my McCaskill generations in this Two Medicine trilogy—all of them characters
of modem western literature who seem to have found a continuing life in the
minds of readers*
In short, a geographic sense of place is a flavorful ingredient in books
such as these, but let's don't think it *s tte whole supper.

In my own writing, I know that I work hardest, longest, on language#

The

novelist Thomas Flanagan said it best: "Fiction lives by the energy of its prose#"
I hope I *m trying to practice what Flanagan preaches.

Here is a paragraph,

again from the hay field of English ^*Creek, about the start of haying—the first
day of stacking—in a Montana summer in the 1930* s:

"So hay was being sent up, and as this first haystack and the day’s
temperature both began to rise, Wisdom Johnson—(the guy on the haystack)—Wisdom
Johnson suffered*

This too was part of haying: Wisdom sweating the commerce of

-Great-'Falls saloons out of himself.

Soaking himself sober, lathering into the

day’s labor# We all knew by heart what the scene would be this initial morning,
Wisdom lurching around up there atop the mound of hay as if he had a log chained
to each leg.

It was a little painful even to watch#"

O-i*

%(

Well, cast your ear back over “soaking himself sober, lathering into the labor” —

1-a,

the eo sounds echoing against each other, then thes%r'of lathering and labor.
Don’t let me disillusion anybody about how writing flows straight from the writer’s
psyche onto the page, but those coincidences of sound on that page are not
accidental.

A little further along, “a log chained to each leg,” again words

deliberately trying to talk to each other as linguistic kin*

There is, * hope,

plenty of place in that paragraph—the hayfield under the hot sun—but it fs meant
to be the language that pulses in the reader’s mind.

■f©
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And it seems to me that each book creates its own task of language, has its
own requirements of putting words irPto place, making them be what they ought to be*
A writer can never know how exact his intentions are going to turn out, but I do
find this diary entry to myself, in mid-January of 197£, after I'd spent half a
day reworking the opening lines of This House of Sky yet another time: "It would
be magnificent to do the entire book with this slow care, writing it all as highly
charged as poetry*"

Then came Winter Brothers, in a similar language, I suppose,

except that in that book about a pioneer diarist the entries are shorter, written
in the form of my own winter's diary—evidently I heard somewhere, somfetime, that
form ought to fit content*

Then fhe Sea Runners, set in the mid-19th century and

told in a language of 19th-centuryish quirks*

3r
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Now this trio of Montana novels, English Creek, Dancing at the Rascal Fair and
the one in the typewriter at the moment, each being done in the vernacular of
different
^"’Montana generation, on the faith—choosing to spend^eight years of my supposed
prime of life on the language of this trilogy, Tt)Auet be faith—that there is
O y

^

'

a poetry of everyday^ngmpa. A homeland of language, as I think the poet Thomas
McGrath has phrased it#
I have thought considerably, across scans years now of being asked to talk
about what I do as a writer,

how to say what I*m trying to do with language#

What comes to mind is something that happened several years ago when a Chinese
delegation headed by Dung Shou Ping visited here. The Chinese came to look over
Boeing, and once theyM seen the airliner assembly lines, they were scheduled

to ride the hydrofoil which Boeing just then was testing in the waters of Puget
Sound*

The merge which that event represented seemed to me & complex and wondrous

as~-a-44a£da carylngjQf anriw-^ort—Dung Shou Ping, a man of Mao Tse Tung*s long march;
Boeing, which has filled the skies of the world with airplanes; the two coming
together, with television cameras in full attendance, on water out here in sight
of where Captain Vancouver and young It* Puget anchored in 1792*
I wondered if I was the only one who thought this smacked of the fantastic—
of the interplay and giddy mix such as Northwest coastal Indian carvings have*
Then the next day, in the Seattle Times—Brian Bassett drew an editorial cartoon
commemorating it all*

Be showed the hydrofoil, poised to cut the waters of

Puget Sound as hO knots an hour; then a caption balloon of Chinese language—

beside it, the caption balloon^from Dung Shou Ping's interpreter, this one reading—
"Honorable Chairman says Okay, turkey, let's see you make this baby dance*"
If nothing else, the lure o^language says something like that to IHB as a
writer—go ahead and dare, try it—see if you can make‘^ttiartfiDaby dance*
To finish this up in’a -bit-mere scholarly fashion, let me cite somebody besides
myself and a cartoonist, and refer you to* Russell Martin, who was the editor of the
anthology of current Western prose, a few years ago, wretchedly titled Writers of
the Purple Sage*

Martin pointed out that what he called "native" writers--writers

born and raised in the neighborhoods of the West they write about—tend to have a
rich, elegaic quality to their prose; he thought it was more than coincidence that
the three Indian novelists in the anthology—N. Scott Momaday, Leslie Marmon Silko,

and James Welch—were successful poets as well as prose writers.

Martin went on

to say that other native-born types among Western writers—he specifically cited
Norman Maclean, Bill Kittredge, and yours truly—share this attention to languages
^

"Each of the native writers seems intent on creating a simple, lyric, and elegaic
prose, a self-conscious writing that is meant to be heard while it tells its
story•”

I can’t speak for the other writers, but yeah, I figure I’m writing

to be heard#

l. ^
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Specific geographies, but galaxies of imaginative expression—we’ve seen
both such places exist in William Faulkner’s postage-stamp size Yoknapatawpha County,
and in Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s nowhere village of Macondo, dreaming in its
Hundred Years of Solitude^

^

Those are territories of inspiration to the rest of us, for it is my utter belief
'
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^

*

that writers of caliber can ground their work in specific land and lingo and yet ibe
writing of that larger country, life*
/Yn Vw

c^fc.

Word must have got around town about my technological abilities, huh?--this
many of you, coming out tonight to watch me try to run a slide projector.
On the basis of past performances, I can tell you we*ve got about a fifty-fifty
chance things are going to work ekay here.

Years ago, in Billings, I got it all

set up so I could stop in the middle of a speech and play a few tape-recorded
excerpts of people I‘d interviewed while writing This House of Sty.

Up there at

the podium next to the tape recorder I could hear just dandy, and only afterward
did I learn that none of the other four hundred people in the room could hear the
stuff at all*

That*s the bad fifty.

What Richard Gercken and t hope is going to be the better omen, is that this
talk, which eventually uses a slide projector, did work okay a few years ago

(
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in Lewistcwn, when I did a version of this for the Montana Historical Society
conference*

Also, we rehearsed the bejesus out of it this afternoon*

So, the notion here is for me to describe, with the eventual help of a couple
dozen slides, the creation of a fictional Montana town as I*ve been doing for the
trilogy of navels I’ve been writing—Er^lish Crick, Dancing at the Rascal Fair, and
the one still in the typewriter, which will take place out here during the state*s
centennial hoopla, next year.
town, at least as I see it*

1*11 try talk about the Mon tana-mss of this literary

My name for the place is GROVE on. (spell out Gros Ventre.)
name of an Indian tribe.

As you know, the

And as the encyclopedia tries to tell me, the name is

from the French and properly is something like go VAHN treh.

Right here, I think

the Montana background in me begins to come out, and the characters in my books
pronounce it GROVE on, in that Montana style of inproving on the French which gives
us the front-end-loaded pronunciations of Choteau, Havre, and Wibaux.

I knew the setting I wanted to use, the actual site of Dupuyer, where I lived
during high school.

But I wanted NOT to use

D

upuyer itself.

rewriting fiction

these days, the people are made up, as the saying goes, out of my head) so I wanted to
make up a town—using ^upuyer's geography, mostly, and just its origin as an overnight
stop for freight wagons heading for Canada—a town with a population of about a
thousand#

The title of this talk supposedly is "Welcome to Gros Ventre, popl 1001" —

that excess person being me, the writer, the observer of this make-believe community.

Insofar as I know what I was doing in trying to carpenter together a Montana
town—and a writer doesn't always know—I think I've merely mixed seme very basic

y
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scholarship with some common sense, or intuition, or experience or whatever you want
’’A&sense of where you are,tt as the basketball player Bill Bradley told
even
John McPhee when McPhee asked him how he could shoot baskets withoulTyglancing toward
to call it*

the hoop*

I try not to shoot blind, but something does have to take over at the end.s

of the fingers, for a writer as well as for a basketball player*
First of all, though, the scholarship, or at least the scholarly notions of other
people behind my version of the town of Gros Ventre*

I’ve always been impressed with

the work of John W. Reps, of Cornell University, who fcr his books on urban planning
and town planning in America keeps digging out the original plans and artist’s
conceptions of frontier communities.

I would look over the maps and plats John Reps

reproduces in his books, to see what ideas town builders had about parks, and how

i QjjJ** fvWw.

to marry a grid street system with a wandering river as it passed through town, and
so on*

One specific idea that came to me out of Reps' maps is from a town that was
planned for
never built, St. John's Ci tySjp* Nebraska Territory in 1857, where all of the east-west
streets—every one of them—was going to be named after a saint*

In looking at this,

I noticed that the abbreviation for "saint" is the same as for "street"; which gave me
the idea to have in Gros Ventre a neighborhood with streets named after the first
missions in Montana.

A neighborhood the local postmaster calls "the repeater jmk part

of town," because the address, say, of St* Mary St* is written S-T-. Mary S-T*#
yl've been getting
what's called
A maybe less quirky use of scholarship is tha interested Tff
cultural geography—which I don't yet know that much about, but of what I've
managed to read so far it does seem that geographers and literary types are trying

6

to sayjfthings to each other#

The geographers C.L. Salter and W.J. Lloyd, in their

work titled Landscape in Literature, approvingly quote from Lawrence Durrell in tags
the first novel of his Alexandria Quartet—Durrell wrote, "We are the children of our
••#1 can think of no better identificalandscape; it dictates behavior and even thought ijratipaxiigBaBunBato tion."
The geographers in this instance mean, when they say "landscape,M!i"not the raw forces
of the physical environment, but#..people's institutions, taboos, design preferences,
systems of spatial order—such as the township and range survey system—assemblages of
cultural features which comprise our cultural landscape.#.One of the goals of cultural
geography is learning to read these cultural landscapes, a goal which may be reached
in part through reading the creative language of fiction."

And this pair of cultural

geographers pan goes on to quote Willa Cather's description of her town of Hanover

L QMA* /
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in 0 Pioneers I, Sherwood Anderson’s description of Winesburg, Ohio, amid its
farmland, and some other* fiction writers* This is flattering, for ncnrelifcts, and I
think it also makes some sense—these cultural geographers are searching for
descriptions and what business are novelists in, but describing? And from the writer's
OjdL'fjUAQul

1/

point of view, or at least this writer’s, here’s a field of research where the
are trying to explain and define the elements that we use in writing about places*
It's like being a jazz musician and having the musicologists come along and tell you
what you’ve been doing—oh yeah, is that what I been doing? A specific example I£ve
picked up from the cultural geographers for use on this town of Gros V«itre«
y^tn mrrnHrrT"3rTr,,r+ novel^jtfhich etartg
jg some--flgcrteh
sum OWtbli“homesteaders?
i»meet-ead crs- off ft
for Montana

u

from a town in Scotland —I

_. . s
i what the^ultural
gcography^&ifr call
eA
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a signature: They define it as Ma distinctive image created by an individual or a
group in the act of modifying the laidscape*"

Some examples they offer: the groves

of the tree of heaven in California's Mother Lode country, a landscape signature of
the Chinese settlers who planted them in the mid-19th century; corporation signatures
on modem skylines such as the pyramidal Transameri ca building in San Francisi y

\jiruL>o

that hafg-'-new
vanishedr

So these signatures—"comments in space"—give us insights, say Salter

and Lloyd, "into the nature of the creators of these* cultural landscape features*"
I still miss that thing, whenever I'm driving to here—particularly coming in from Cascade,
where the freeway kind of quietly changes direction on you every so often; the smelter
Stack was always there on the horizon, reassuring a person the road would finally feet"*')
to it*
y

I'll get back to this notion of looking for a signature on my fictional landscape
in a few minutes* Let me just add, before getting to the show-and-tell part of this
a

paragraph or so about the common sense part of research that went into

the creation of Gros Ventre.

Insofar as possible, when I'm attempting to write about

something, I try to go out and take a look at it.

This, I guess, is my Scotch kind of

imagination; stare at something for awhile, then say, yeah, well, that's what it looks
like, doesn't it* then go home and try describe it in words. As I mentioned, Carol
arK

^ drove around to various tcwns. looking for buildings that were there in the
'ao that T put them inf Mulish
- ,
1930's,” then she'd take their picture and I'd write notes about them! But the
williiigness to go take a look at something doesn't make you an expert about it, and
I'm certainly no expert on the architecture of Montana small towns.

L OwU i HU ( £

What I do try to be expert at, is recognizing my own ignorance of a topic—and
going aid asking somebody who does knew something about it#

Patricia Hick, of the

UVJ

Historic Preservation Office of tii^fiistorical Society^*sat cfown with Carol and me
and told us what features popped to mind in her, in thinking of how a Montana town
of the 1930’s looked.

I gratefully wrote it all down on a legal pad—points from Pat

Bick such as, big glass plate windows in the newspaper offices of the time; drugstores
with art deco style, and marble** counter tops; WPA projects, bringing to towns
cement sidewalks, or a new post office or courthouse; a couple of dozen very useful
suggestions from her expertise.
Okay; enough gab about background, it’s technology time.

Somebody shoot out

the lights, please.

^ tbAr '

trpyt/C>4

First, let’s have a look at the country the tcwn is set in*

The area around

Dupuyer, with the Rocky Mountain Front all along the western skyline—none of this
is going to be news to you Great Falls folks, but just for reminder's sake, (pic 1, horses)

>1

J&gatf let's have a look at the country the town is set in-r—--The area aroung
•Baproyer, with the Bonlnr Mountain Front all .along the-western skyline 4pi«^.> horses),
It's about a dozen miles from the town of Gros Ventre to the ranch farthest
^ WnA.

in under the mountains, which might Mtm. look like this: (pic 2, Salansky ranch)
Then back off onto some of the benchland, out from the mountains, and the

aAjwJt

townsite there at fehe 3a At ef the picture, with the grove of trees and the rooftops
showii^ through, would be this: (pic 3,
A

Dupuyer

from the north)

Now to look around in town, in the makings of Gros Ventre* (pic U, trees along
G

hoteau street)

l*ve always liked Ghoteau's trees.

I like the greenery of them,

the sound of wind rattling through those cottonwood leaves; I even like the cotton
that comes down so thick by about the Fourth of July that it looks like slush there
in the street gutters. So, being in and out of Choteau each summer, and spending
some time ih^Great Falls—where Carol and I would stroll the old neighborhoods of
houses near downtown, close to the river—I wanted my town to have plentiful trees,
deliberately planted along the streets, in fact planted colonnade-style as they are
in parts of fire at Failed a doti>ie row of trees with the sidewalk between them^ here hr
the-fiHe^erd-i- made -after -one of those Great Falls strolls-, drawing
rows of trees for the neighborhoeds^ofLGros Vonim

those twill '

II

Just a quick run now through some of the houses that might be in this tree-lined
tcwn—I want to concentrate on the downtown, which we're about to get ito, but first
>Jkhe towns of this past of Montana
a few of these houses that caught Carol's camera eye as we looked around?:
— (pic^, Klatte house, Ft, Benton) in Fort Benton;
over
we were impressed with that front porch
—(pic 6, blue house, WhitefishTvln Whitefish; notice the tin roof;
—(pic 7, front view, Conrad)

this one in Conrad;

— (pic#, tree and front porch, Conrad) and another one from Conrad.

><4

C-y> to f(^4*-T^rb-Tx=fr£j
Now, downtown Gros Ventre*
the pages of a book*

What did I know about it, in trying to think it onto
English Creek
Not all that much, I suppose—the time of ^■fc^Marestr'is the late

1930,s, my narrator is fourteen years old in the summer the book takes place, the
town is where he goes to school, his family does their buying—the narrator's father
is the ranger on a nearby national forest, in there under the Rocky Mountain Front—
it's the town where the boy's best friend lives, where the Uth of duly rodeo is held,
and so on*

The tcwn, in all the meanings of the rural phrase, I've got to go to town*

, The only way I knew to create this was to draw on actuality^ aid eieBe^#*ei"a
Agoing around looking at towns, trying to find
buildings that would fit the 1930's and earlier*
Carol's photos, first of all stores:

Here are some of the results^ in

— (pic^, Augusta mere) this in Augusta; you go inside, some of those windows have the
old wavy glass, that ripple the passing scene outside;
— (picHirshberger's in Choteau) thtr-TtmiTi in ninleim'] and
— (pic 11 , McGraw's in Ft* Benton) this one in Fort Benton; I like terra cotta, it
caught my eye at both these.
— (pic '* , tinfront, Augusta) Augusta again, but I thou^it this one could be found in
almost any Montana town—we even had places kind of like it in Ringling—a little old
V>cnj**ct

store which^teed some business that’s falling behind the times; maybe a tailor shop when
readymade clothes toegan appearing, It’s a little^place that's always there, available,
nobody quite knews what to do with it; during the Depression it might have been a food
kitchen or the office of one of the New Deal emergency agencies or the WPA sewing room;
more recent times, it might be the temporary senior citizens* center, something like
that*

"Swathing I didn*t expect--(pic 13, ^hoteau saloon)—it was hard to find the
bars I wanted for my town* A good deal of the fun is in looking for them, of course*
But it may be that I kind of played out on describing bars, in that tour of White
Sulphu^/bairs early in This House of Sky* Also, I guess just to be perverse, I wanted
to create a Montana town without a Mint or a Stockman in it* Anyway, I ended up
putting three bars in Gros Ventre—very moderate—calling one of them the Pastime;
another of them S^penger’s, supposedly named after its original ownerjbolph Spenger,
but it also happens to be the name of a millui'flrfl seafood restaurant in Berkeley,
California; and the third *e»rf which does get some description in the book that I
won't repeat here, to save time— Gros Ventre's third saloon, with a name I picked up
I think out of the history of Fort Benton, ife called the Medicine Lodge* And it
probably has the general lines of a saloon like this one.

n
Quickly, glimpses of a few other businesses I thought Gros Ventre should haves
— (pici4/, gas station, Augusta) a garage and gas station, this nice old one from
Augusta;
—(pic,^ creamery, Conrad) a creamery; for some reason, I'ra fond of creameries; this
one from Conrad;
— (pic/6, Roxy, Choteau) a movie theatre, with a neon sign; it had to be this one
JtiLffh school
from choteau, out of myownj^ast; many's the evening Tom Chadwick and I drove down the
33 miles from EUpuyer, in Tom's fat old green Mercury with Hank Williams singingj/on
the radio, to go to the show here# Not all aiifrmiiannfctp research takes place in
libraries and archives.

(
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Now to come to the signature on this town, in a cultural geographers terms*
going to spend a few slides taking us back before the beginning*

I*m

Since having written

English Crick, I*ve also written Dancing at the Rascal Fair, which takes the family line
of my fictional McCaskills back to Scotland—and here are some of the signatures, the
human-built landmarks, that the M6Cas kills saw every day in their lives in their
fictitious town of Nethermuir— actually a place called Brechin, a little north of Dundee*
— (pic/7, cathedral and round tower) the cathedral.
— (pic I?, mill tower) the tower on the local linen mill.
— (pic /^, Mechanics Institute) this is a place calDed the Mechanic's Institute,

;

a kind of night school and social center

,

— (pic 10 closeup of Mech. Inst.}

the Paris Gibson Square of its day.

a closer view of that Mechanics Institute, its
entrance*

/yS
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Take a look at that coat of arms for a minute, there at the bottom of the picture—
thB greyhounds prancing on top of the Latin words.

I think that*s

the family crest of Lord Panmure, the local rich guy who gave some of his paintings
to this Mechanics Institute in Brechin,amot plus an endowment of a thousand pounds.
Poking around in Scottish history as I was, I kept coming across these fancy family
crests, of the local nobility—and here, Lord Panmure gets his on the most prominent
public building in town, even though the endowment wasn*t that generous.

It all struck

me as kind of high-toned, and so if you ever wonder where writers get their ideas, it
was my digging around amid these^family crests that led to these lines, spoken by
■\:

Angus ^cCaskill in Dancing at the Rascal Fair*

He,

/7C

(Angus is

£BB

out looking for land to homestead, and he sees the big Double W

ranch which already owns half the country.)
"I'd only glimpsed Williamson—the Double W owner—when he stepped into the
Medicine Lodge saloon to summon a couple of his riders, a thickset impatient man
several shades paler than his weather-browned cowboys.

Evidently those white-handed

men of money were here as in Scotland, those whose gilt family crests properly
translated would read something like, Formerly robbers, now thieves."
Well, moving right along here...

A

— (pic 2-/ , Brechin Town House) This is the Town House in that Scottish town,
sort of the equivalent of city hall.

All in all, these signature buildings in that Scottish town led to this passage
in the book, in the remembering mind of Angus McCaskill.

Old grayrock town Nethermuir, with its High Street wandering
down the hill the way a drowsy cow would, to come to the River
Carrou. Be what it may, a fence, a house, a street, the accusing
spire of a church, Nethermuir fashioned it of stone, and from below
along River Street the town looked as though it had been chiseled
out complete rather than erected. Each of the thousand mornings
that I did my route to open the wheelwright shop, Nethermuir was
as asleep as its stones. In the dark—out went the streetlights at
midnight; a Scottish town sees no need to illumine its empty
hours—in the dark before each dawn I walked up River Street from
our narrow-windowed tenements past the clock tower of the linen
mill and the silent frontages of the dye works and the paper mill and
other shrines of toil.

US
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And a final signature from Scotland, one of the last things Emigrants saw as
their ships left the dock at Greenock, at the mouth of the River Clyde, for America—
the then-new municipal tower of Greenock.^ My characters in the book saw it this way:
’’•..High, high above all the municipal tower of crisp new stone the color of pie crust.
Okay, time now to get to the American point of all this, the signature on my town
of Gros Ventre, in a cultural geographers terms.

Its hotel, I chose it to be.

^Jjawy^-thg^ignatgre tm-th±e'towfty ■&nr*^etaHnarair geographer*s terms* 'Ttfi' ftOtTftl*
This I took some special pains with, not just because it fs the biggest and tallest
thing in town—I could have used, instead, a water tower, or a court house, or
^probably
somebody's mansion—butVtSecause the hotel was the signature in both of the Montana
towns where I went to school. In White Sulphur, tha*e was that big old brick hotel
swerve
that sat part of the way out into Main Street, so that cars had tGrrjmf”around it;
according to local ^ lore, that hotel was emblematic, a signature, of a dispute over
platting the neighborhoods of White Sulphur* Of entrepreneurial rivalry, two different
each his ,
gujsjdetermined that ftaiit particular real estate venture, on this site with its
promising hot mineral water, was going to go ahead as it was, and to hell with civic
swerve
cooperation* If traffic had to* ifcweeTaround that hotel for the next 70 or 80 years,
so be it#

n
old
And theYthree-story brick and stone hotel in Valier, that dominated the little
downtown when I went to high school there# That hotel, at least as I read it, must
imhw
company
have been the signature of the irrigation'that developed Valier—the developers
saying with this outsize hotel, this is going to be a substantial community#

In a

photo of the Valier townsite in 1909, there stands the hotel, looming over what they
hope is going to be the main corner of town, and all around it flat prairie, and dribs
and drabs of homesteader shacks^ It doesn’t really look anything like a town yetj^
but by god they've got a three-story hotel#
Well, what did I want my hotel, the cultural geography signature, to say about
my fictional town of Gros Ventre?^0 You may have noticed ty now that I'm * pretty much
a literal thinker5 why not have the hotel literally say something, like this one?^

This example was at Ingomar, and one I liked even better—which I don't have a photo
of—was the old Windsor Hotel over at Troy.

It had a sign all across the top of its

false front, which I adapted a bit to my hotel. Here, straight from the pagem in
QrXlh, jDrigi. nal
English Qreek, is the sign on myTCreated hotel in Gros Ventre. (Pic^-j Northern Hotel.)
So far so good, I thought: a hotel built in the early years of this century,
catering to newly arrived homesteaders, freight wagonmasters, a real come-and-go place
of its era, meals any time of the day and night there.

But then I kept thinking,

actually I'm building a more substantial town thah that, it's lasted into the
Depression, some of my characters have lived there a couple of generations.

So I

burned down the Northern Hotel—in the great dry forest-fire summer of 1910; burned
it down this way in the book:

"According to old-timers, ’burned' doesn't begin to say it.
conflagrated.

Incinerated, maybe, or

The Northern blaze took the rest of the block with it and threatened

that whole end of town* if there had been a whiter of wind, half of Gros Ventre
would have become ash and a memory."
The Northern Hotel is gone, its make-do, fnontierish era is passing, too ; what
comes in its place?

(Pic2%~ Valier grade school)

Actually, not this building itself

which is the old Valier grade school—but a big hotel built ofiflb its stone. (Piclb,
:

^

^ "1
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Northern Hotel, by god is not going to be whipped a fire; he rebuilds for the ages,
puts up ±kix a three-storied towered stone hotel which dominates its end of town—

strangers who donft know better think it must be the Pondera County court house—
and in contrast to the old days of painting ballyhoo all across a wooden false front,
Sedgwick this time has a stone mason inscribe the name of his new hotel over its
front doors (Pic,27 Sedgwick House)
If that's not a signature, I don't know what is* (
Banks, without which I guess a town cannot be a town*

A couple of things
oithu hfUicnAtciJL S<XUSXMS

interested me here*

In the upper comer of my notes from that talk witETTat Bickj

there's a small sketch of a right angle with the corner
"bank entrance often on comer, with steps*"

cut out, and the jotting

She was pointing out something I had

looked at all my life, and never noticed— that style, (pic 1%, Wallace bldg) of
having the front door into the corner*

This building actually is in Wallace, Idaho;

but l've been driving past it the past^fcj/ears on trips back and forth to Montana,
and thought I could make it a kind of honorary Montana bank.

And here is a Montana

example of what Pat was talking about—dUrasxihaamidiingifaH (pic'W, Chester) this building
up on the High Line, in Chester*

Notice if you can on the right hand pillar at that

entrance—you can dimly see a barber pole was painted there.

Another bonus for a

writer* you'll hear in a few minutes what that faded barber pole paint triggered in me*

U
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-given where we are gathered here tonight, it had better have one—

Just one more building.

The town /has more, as you're about to hear in my reading

of it, but these are plenty to give you\an idea, I hope* But this last one is somemy fictional
thing I wanteSHUMriaw-^- town to have.. a library. Strangely enough, for all the time
d

A

I have spent in libraries in this state over the past dozen years, no specific one
popped to mind as being just right for Gros Ventre.

So, in a hurry to finish the

<i-ACrJLC^iju

writing of Crffoo Ventre, I described a little Carnegie Library I knew of in Seattle*
kind of a caboose-shaped building, it looked to me like.

Well, when I asked Pat Bick

of the Historic Preservation Office to read over my fictitious town, tha^TYlibrary was
the one thing that didn't strike her right, and she sent me from the Historical Society
photo files of three or four actual Montana libraries.

I wrote back to Pat saying she

was absolutely right, I'd gotten lazy and hasty in my first try at a Gros Ventre

(pic3^ Lewistcwn library)
library, and that I really liked one of those she had senVmeT^So^with apologies
to own hoot city mi Lewis town for the theft, here is the Gros Ventre public library*
That's some of the carpentry that went into this fictional town* What does the
English Greek
place finally look like, in print? Here it is, as seen by rny'jfruyuuMMdkTnarrator,
coining into town, horseback, on the Fourth of July when he is fourteen years old s

At least IJaepe*-4t's not-eo*

Ihanks--fer getting up eoc'early ta.-ft

From there a mile or so outside, Gros Ventre looked like a green
cloudbank: cottonwood trees billowing so thick that it took some
inspection to find traces of houses among them. Gros Ventre’s neigh¬
borhoods were planted double with cottonwoods, a line of trees along
the front yards and another between sidewalk and street. Then the
same colonnade again on the other side of the street. All of this of
course had been done fifty or more years before, a period of time that
grows you a hell of a big cottonwood. Together with the original
groves that already rose old and tall along English Creek before Gros
Ventre was ever thought of, the streetside plantation produced almost
a roof over the town. This cottonwood canopy was particularly won¬
derful just before a rain, when the leaves began to shiver, rattle in
their papery way. The whole town seemed to tingle then, and the sound
133
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picked up when a gust of wind from the west ushered in the rain * A
next the air was filled with the seethe of water onto all that foliage T
Gros Ventre even a dust-settler sounded like a real weather event '
The English Creek road entered town past the high school, one of
those tan-brick two-story crates that seemed to be the only wav thev
knew how to build high schools in those days, and I nudged Mouse into
an even quicker pace so as not to dwell on that topic any longer than
necessary. We were aiming ourselves across town, to the northeast
end where the Heaneys’ house stood.
Mouse and I met Main Street at the bank corner, alongside the
First National, and here I can’t help but pause for a look around
Gros Ventre of that Fourth of July day, just as I did then bef„„
reining Mouse north along the street.
Helwig’s grocery and mere, with its old-style wooden square front
and the Eddy’s bread sign in its window.
The Toggery clothing store, terra cotta along its top like cake
frosting.
Musgreave’s drugstore, with the mirroivbehind the soda fountain
so that a person could sit there over a milkshake—assuming a person
had the price of a milkshake, not always the case in those times—
and keep track of the town traffic.
n

Grady Tilton’s garage.
Dale Quint’s saddlery and leather repair shop. Maybe a decent de¬
scription of Gros Ventre of that time was that it still had a leather man
but not yet a dentist. A person went to Conrad for tooth work.
Saloons, the Pastime and Spenger’s, although Dolph Spenger was
a dozen or more years dead.
The Odeon movie theater, the one place in town with its name in
neon script. The other modern touch lent by the Odeon was its recent
policy of showing the movie twice on Saturday night; first at seventhirty, then the “owl show” at nine.
The post office, the only new building in Gros Ventre since I was
old enough to remember. A New’ Deal project, this had been, complete
with a mural of the Lewis and Clark expedition portaging around the
Great Falls of the Missouri River in 1805. Lewis and Clark maybe
wrere not news to postal customers of the Two country, but \ ork,
Clark’s Negro slave standing out amid the portagers like a black
panther in a snow’field, definitely wras.
The little stucco-sided Carnegie library, writh its flight of steps and

"1*

ENGLISH CREEK
ornamented portico as if a temple had been intended but the money

ff«l

gave out.
The sidestreet businesses, Tracy’s creamery and Ed Heaney’s lum¬
ber yard and hardware and Adam Kerz’s coal and trucking enterprise.
The set of bank buildings, marking what might be called the down
of downtown: the First National Bank of Gros Ventre in tan brick,
and catty corner from it the red brick of what had been the English
Creek Valley Stockmen’s Bank. The Valley Stockmen’s went under
in the early 1920s when half of all the banks in Montana failed, and
the site now was inhabited, if not exactly occupied, by Sandy Staub’s
one-chair barber shop. The style in banks in those times was to have
a fancy doorway set into the corner nearest the street intersection—
Gros Ventre’s pair of bank buildings stared down each other’s throats
in exactly this fashion—and when Sandy took over the Valley Stockmen’s building he simply painted barber-pole stripes on one of the
fat granite pillars supporting the doorway.
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What have I missed? Of course; also there on the Valley Stockmen'*
block the newspaper office, proclaiming on a plate-glass window in
the same typeface as its masthead: GLEANER. Next to that a more^
recent enterprise, Pauline Shaw’s -Moderne Beauty Shoppe. The story f
was that when Bill Reinking first saw his new neighboring sign, h*
stuck his head in the shop to ask Pauline if she was sure she hadn't
left an “e” off Beauty.
I heard somebody say once that the business section of every
Western town he’d ever seen looked as if it originated by falling out
the back end of a truck. Not so w ith Gros Ventre.

At least I hope it*s not so.

Thanks for coming out tonight to listen#

pp. 16-20 of WAMI speech, abt tolls of WWI and flu epidemic, transferred to
Billings Sept* ’87 speech, "Browning, Conrad and other World Centers. M

4On our drive here yesterday from Seattle, coming across Route 26 from
Vantage, my wife and I came through some new places.

Such as Royal City and

Dusty—places I'd never heard of, or thought I'd heard wrong when I did hear
of them.

They made me think of Montana places where I lived as a kid

Ringling and Dupuyer.

And I suppose being reminded of those old little places

was appropriate for tonight.

Because place is in fact what I want to talk about

here—a Western writer's sense of place, in the literacy currents of the world;
and my own sense of place from having been bom and raised in the Dustys and
Royjil Citys of the west of America,
There is a problem with place, as there tends to be with lively evocative
words, that the word itself has so many dimensions.

About three and a half

pages of them in the Oxford English Dictionary—and in my oim American Heritage
Dictionary that I promptly retreated to, thirteen different definitions of
place as a noun, twelve usages as a verb.

A word that sprawls all over the place—

5oJUt Lo*~
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I take it that the only conceivable reason for asking a writer
to talk out loud is to try find out what hefs

4
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up to.
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In-so-far

C r'j O-Vt
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vo b&eti up to, 1*11 concentraTe'liere^orf ;some of the"'

ingredients of my work—how a writer, or at least this writer, tried
to draw on "the West," tries to search out elements to make books out
of.
The makings of a book—and so far I have made five and one-half
books, which are set either here in the mountain West or out along the
coast where I now live—the makings of a book can be mystifying in
more ways than one.

,

n

*d eay-the^Wiigjcorf'Ijs from the western city limits of Peer,” South Dakota—
up at least to^uneau in Alaska—and down the coast no farther than the first
hot tub in Marin County, California.

(We iN|ort Westerners are known to like

-elbow'"Troom to work Th•) „
if Jlreadrmy own books right^Yit ijs the working west that first
of all interests me. Pi np~lr nrh

■w

n™

Not only as a writer but as a reader, I’m transfixed by the everyday craft
rry

^\
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of making a living out here. In the course of'Sfei/'novel I’ve bceirworking on
“•fnr tin--pmtin aai,,p"l<* ^

I got in touch with a park ranger up at Sitka,

who’s an expert on the carpentry and shipbuilding that went on there when
Alaska still was Russian America*

%dlLy//

The great silver bird ttiah of Northwest Airlines that brought me from Seattle
today stopped at a lot of places on the way.

I got tired of seeing airport runways,

but I suppose landing at all the places I did was appropriate for tonight.

Because

place is in fact what I want to talk about here—a Western writer's sense of place,
in the literary currents of the world; and my own sense of place from having beai
born and raised here in Montana*
There is "the problem with place, as there aamarartk tends to be with lively
evocative words, that the word itself has so many dimensions.

About three and a half

pages of them in the Oxford English Dictionary—and in my own American Heritage
Dictionary th®fc I instantly retreated to, thirteen different definitions of placets
a noun, twelve usages as a verb.

A

word

that sprawls all over the place—

which a phrase I didn’t find anywhere amid all those definitions
Before I try to stop it from sprawling uncontrollably through this talk—
that’s pretty much what a writer does, nag at his language to behave itself; to
sit up straight and stop sharing its corn flakes with the dog—before ^ get going
on my own deportment, I want to give^orrna Forbes and the other responsible folks
lsy< t/ju “A-VyO-e.,

CA* • u ''
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he>re"at--the- Art Cervtef*’"a little heart murmur apiece, by saying that I think a
sense of place is often over-rated in work such as my own.
Did they all survive that?

If so, let me go on to say I think it’s over-rated

in this way—in that because aTsense of place constitutes quite a lot in the work
of today's serious western writers, it's sometimes thought to constitute damn near
every thing •

3

Every so often these days, contemporary writing about
called a literature of place.

the west of America is

A literature, I suppose that means, which focuses

A

•i
on the land, rather than on people.

Often the book titles themselves have seemed

to say so: The Big Sky...Wolf Willow•• .Winds of Morning...A River Runs Through It.
(Put them together right, you could make a kind of sagebrush haiku out of theqr
titles of western literature.)

The critical notion, as I savvy it, is that the

immensities of the West, its extremes of landform and its powerful weather and
the distances which flabbergast travelers from elsewhere in this country—these
immensities overwhelm the fact of the people thinly salt-and-peppered across the
expanse•
"Place,” in terms of landscape, backdrop of mountain and of plain and of hard
iwho are trying to write about the West
weather, does figure large in the work of a lot of usj^ But I don't particularly
think it’s at the neglect of the people, the human stories, the westerners who
carry on their lives against the big bold landscapes of those books.

X t>
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Norman Maclean's flyfishir^ brother of A River Runs Through It; no one who has
read that story and has any imagination at all, can wet a line in a trout stream
new without seeing, in the shadew on the water, Paul Maclean making his powerful
beautiful cast,

vjniftja Wfthh nf Mi 1 drrad tfwl kin
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g&raight. from whoatfiold to a imivoreity pompas-T Jim Welch’s men of
the Mont-aim reservations, Jim Loney and Myron Pretty Weasel, and Lame Bull,
and the never-named narrator of Winter in the Blood.

I hope, maybe also on

the list, Charlie ^oig and Bessie Ringer of This House of Sky—all of thern^
characters of modern western literature who seem to have found a conti nuir^ life
*

in the minds of readers*

s
In short, a geographic sense of place is a flavorful ingredient in western
literature, but let's don't think it's the whole supper#
In my own writing, I know that I work hardest, longest, on language#

The

novelist Thomas Flanagan said it best recently: "Fiction lives by the energy of its
language."

I hope I m trying to practice what Flanagan preaches. Here is a paragraph

from my book of last fall, English Creek, about the start of haying—the first day
of stacking

in aVsummer in the 1930*s: "So h^r was being sent up, and as this first

haystack and the day's tenperature both began to rise, Wisdom Johnson-^the guy on
the stacl^—Wisdom Johnson suffered.

This too was part of the start of haying:

Wisdom sweating the commerce of Great Falls saloons out of himself.
sober, lathering into the day's labor.

Soaking himself

We all knew by heart what the scene would be

i

this initial morning, Wisdom lurching around up there atop the mound of hay as if
he had a log chained to each leg*

It was a little painful even to watch*"

Well, listen to "soaking himself sober, lathering into the labor"— the so
sounds echoing against each other, then the la oi lathering and 1 abow
.deliberately
A little further along, "a log stack chained to each leg", again wordsJttying to talk
to each other as linguistic kin.

There is, I hope, plentyof place in that

paragraph—the hayfield under the hot sun—but it’s meant to be the langu^p that
pulses in the reader’s mind.
Don’t let me disillusion anybody about how writing
happens, but those coincidences of sound wece not
accidental.
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Owe'ijpf the advantage^ of not being an English major in college is that you
haven’t been force-fed on major writers, and you can happily gulp them down
as you want, when you’re a grownup—and Conrad,—tke-one named Joseph, showed me
by example a couple of things I thought were centrally important#

What impressed

me about Conrad's fiction wasn’t really what was supposed to impress me.

In

Heart of Darkness, for instance, I can pretty much take or leave the symbolic
character Kurtz and the nameless horror he found in the dark heart of Africa.

s' ~ s

But what I thought was a terrific bit of writing was the native who sticks his
head through the doorway and says contemptuously, "Mistah Kurtz—he dead." Then
^Typhoon, j
in Conrad*s great storm-at-sea storyjTwTiich features the most literal-minded
phlegmatic character in literary history, Captain

lvl

acWhirr, there*s the one-

sentence summary of the captain’s wife: "The only secret of her life was her
abject terror of the time when her husband would come home to stay for good.”
So.

What the work of Joseph Conrad gave me—one of those pivot points for me

to center the world of my writing on—was the example of making the minor
characters of a book vivid.

To make them behave as importantly in my pages as

Laurence Olivier has said each actor in a play must contribute to the play as
a whole—"the third spear carrier on the left should believe that the play is
all about the third spear carrier on the left*”

1
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Before departing Conrad—the literary-orm*-I also need to testify that his behavior
as a writer has been a valuable example to me*
that he sat down and wrote.

Part of Conrad's genius as a writer was

Ill, worried, disgusted, whatever, he sat there and wrote.

He wrote "Heart of Darkness" as a serial for Blackwood's Magazine in Edinburgh—its first
installment appeared in the February 1899 issue while Conrad was still writing the last
installment.

Just as soon as "Heart of Darkness" was done, Conrad started another serial

for Blackwoods, andjthat one proved to be "Lord Jim," which began in the October 1899
issue, arri was still showing up in installment after installment when Conrad had already
finished his next piece of work, which was "Typhoon."

Doing my damnedest, I can't write

more than half as fast as Joseph Conrad, who was writing not in his second language but
his third—he had learned French after his native Polish and before the English he wrote
in—but I at least can use him as a reminder that^ top speed maybe isn't a bad gear for
a writer

People don*t.

les language, character is soptMngTJ^nsciously work at.J^ I admire
lich Jim Welc{j**eSjT characterize —in Winter in the Blood,

t

3 bales with a man named Raymond Long Knife— "Long Knife had
learned to give uhe illusion of work, even to the point of sweating as soon as he

Ss
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Then too, although it's not much noticed—I like to think that's maybe because

it*s working—I pay considerable attention to form in my books.

House of Sky, a book

about memory—italic musings about memory between the chapters.

Winter Brothers,

a book about a pioneer diarist—-written in the form of a winter's diary.

The Sea

Runners, the novel of a long canoe journey—written in brief scenes as if looking
in on that journey day by day.
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English CreekT thn Montana, T
tn b& tal .king-abee^,
king nbrntf^ takes place
/jovvfe^eu sjrajo£_
mostly in ohe}(summer—it has threeYsections, each &ms keyed to a month of that summer#
V.
All right, that was my grumble^pe*”ain't just writing travelogues^-and now
to try see where place, western senses of place, do dome into my wotek#
Begin with the beginning#

I come from a place#

I originate, as an American,

cA Oufr Iflj

from a place in a specif’lcY^ontana sense of the word—Maybe it *a a Wyoming uu*iee~
as-weH?*<5hough this usage doesn't seem to have reached the dictionary-makers
at Oxford and/Boston#

Place, meaning an abandoned homestead,

Small ranch

or farm, either one, but abandoned, given up on, because of the winter of 1919
or the bank failures i TT nr until in the early 1920‘s or the Depression, or death
or disgust or any other of a hundred reasons#

^

